KCPK-LP at FM 106.9 on your radio dial
Donations and Memberships at www.cowfest.org
Contact us there if you are interested in developing your own radio show.
This is schedule from March 25 (Monday) through April 7, 2019 (Sunday) with different
shows each day. Then same shows repeat for following two weeks. New schedule will be
posted for April 22, 2019
Summary of daytime schedule of shows: Beginning at 7:00 a.m. with Democracy Now!
Then from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. the shows focus on poets. At 9:00 a.m., we focus on
writers. At 10:00 a.m., we air the Jefferson Hour. At 11:00 a.m., we air “Scholars Circle &
the Insighters.” From 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m., we air “The Aware Show” which is a
transformational radio show about natural health, cutting-edge science, personal growth
and spirituality. From 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m., we air food and health shows. At 2:00 p.m.,
we air the Magical Mystery Tour. At 3:00 p.m., we air Root Stock Radio, about food. Then
our children’s show airs at 4:00 p.m., which is followed by Pacifica Radio News Streams
from 5:00 p.m. through 7:00 p.m. From 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., we air theatrical play
readings from the Radio Theater Project.
Sign-on at approximately 6:55 a.m.
7: 00 a.m. Democracy Now: 1 hr. stream from Pacifica (Monday through Friday only)
Democracy Now! is a national, daily, independent, award-winning news program hosted by
journalists Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez.
7:00 a.m. Royalty Free Original Music: 1 hr. program (Saturday & Sunday replacement)
This show is produced by local musicians, who give their creations royalty free to our
community.
8:00 a.m. PoetsWest: 1 hr.
This Seattle-based nonprofit literary organization links the poet with readers and listeners in the
broader democratic community. They produce a weekly radio program from KSER 90.7 FM.
They demonstrate what the gift of poetry means to the community and how the poet connects to
that community and to the larger world. We air their archives from November 16, 2008, to
September 19, 2009.
9:00 a.m. Bookwaves, Hour 1: two 30 minute segments.
Bookwaves is a program about writers and their books. Interviews are conducted by Richard
Wolinsky, featuring stimulating conversations with the world’s leading authors. It is produced in
the studios of KPFA-FM in Berkeley, California. We are playing archival shows from August
14, 2018 to February 12, 2019.

10:00 a.m. The Jefferson Hour: 1 hr.
The Thomas Jefferson Hour is a weekly radio program dedicated to the search for truth in the
tradition of our third president. Clay S. Jenkinson, a nationally-acclaimed humanities scholar and
award-winning first-person interpreter of Thomas Jefferson, portrays the president on the
program. Jenkinson answers listener questions in the persona of Jefferson; our discussions are
grounded in the writings and actions of the Founding Father. Our mission is to generate
discourse between neighbors, friends and family, and to revitalize a national conversation about
issues that are essential to our country and its citizens. The Thomas Jefferson Hour is a call for a
second American Enlightenment. Archives from February 9, 2018 to May 7, 2018.
11:00 a.m.: Scholars’ Circle & the Insighters: 1 hr.
Maria Armoudian is a lecturer at the University of Auckland in New Zealand, the host and
producer of the syndicated radio program, The Scholars’ Circle, exploring environmental issues.
Maria served as an environmental commissioner for the City of Los Angeles for five years, on
the Board of Taxi Cab Commissioners for two and worked on environmental protection,
government oversight, poverty reduction, civil rights, and corporate reform legislation for the
California State Legislature for eight years. She also a songwriter & musician. We air archives
from March 3, 2017 to June 2, 2017.
12:00 p.m. The Aware Show: 1 hr.
Several years ago, Lisa Garr suffered a brain injury during a California State Championship
Mountain bike race, where she was in second place, about to take over first. She fell down a long
mountain to the bottom, cracking her helmet in 13 places. Lisa had a near death experience while
lying on the side of the mountain until the helicopter medics came to transport her to the nearest
hospital. This experience transformed her level of consciousness and was the catalyst for starting
her media platform about awareness that now reaches millions of people per month worldwide.
Lisa rebuilt her brain and her life using specific visualization techniques and accessing different
levels of conscious awareness she calls Brain-nastics. This month, we air archives from
February 25, 2018 to June 17, 2018.
1:00 p.m. Food Sleuth, Hour 1: 1 hr. (two 29 min segments)
The “Food Sleuth Radio Show” provides provocative interviews with researchers, authors, and
others about our food and food system. Dietitian Melinda Hemmelgarn, host, helps listeners
connect the dots between food, health, and agriculture, including the public health implications
of governmental policy decisions. We are playing the archives from January 13, 2018 to July 22,
2018.
2:00 p.m. Magical Mystery Tour: 1 hr.
Hosted by Tonio Epstein, this show explores the great wonders of the human experience and
features some of the most brilliant, visionary, creative, and caring people who are helping to
create a more beautiful world. This program comes from Goddard Community Radio, which
describes itself as a living laboratory for knowledge and content related to women’s issues,

itinerant agricultural workers, LGBT issues, the homeless, Native Peoples, and the poor. We air
archives from October 29, 2017 to January 28, 2018.
3:00 p.m. Root Stock: 1 hr. (two 29 min segments)
The “Root Stock Radio Show” focuses on food, farming, and family. Each show will illuminate
and educate listeners about the good food movement— the challenges faced, the change makers
and grass root initiatives that provide promising sparks—and provide solid information about
what each of us can do to work toward a healthy, sustainable, and just food system. We are
playing archives from May 26, 2018 to December 9, 2018.
4:00 p.m. Tell Us a Tale: 1 hr. (two 30 min. segments)
Offering stories, tales and tunes collected from six continents, this show appeals to all ages, but
also focused for youth.
5:00 p.m. Flashpoints: 1 hr. stream from Pacifica (Monday through Friday only)
An award winning front-line investigative news magazine, focusing on human, civil and
workers’ rights, issues of war and peace, Global Warming, racism and poverty, and other issues.
Hosted by Dennis J. Bernstein.
6:00 p.m. Pacifica Evening News: 1 hr. stream from Pacific (Monday through Friday only)
The Pacifica Evening News is a collaboration of KPFA and KPFK in Los Angeles and KFCF in
Fresno. Comprehensive coverage of the day’s news with a focus on war and peace; social,
environmental, and economic justice.
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Royalty Free Original Music (Saturday & Sunday Replacement)
This show is produced by local musicians, who give their creations royalty free to our
community.
7:00 p.m. Radio Theater Project: four 30 minute segments
An anthology series of dramas and comedies for radio. Each week a program will be made up of
one radio play. Produced at KSVR Studios at the radio station KSVR-FM in Mount Vernon,
Washington. The actors are from the Skagit Radio Repertory Company. The producer is Joseph
C McGuire. We air archives from February 11, 2016 to June 1, 2018.
3/25/19; repeats 4/08/19
1) Knock, Knock: In the history of storytelling aliens have invaded Earth many times, but what
if they came for another reason, scholarship.
2) Lifelock: What if debt was accrued across generations? This story answers that question.
3) Special Delivery: Having a baby can be a difficult experience. Having a baby talking from the
womb can make being pregnant very special.

4) Skylark Adventures 1 - Into the Unknown: These are exciting stories of space opera that
influenced Star Wars and Star Trek. In the first adventure the great scientist Richard Seaton's
fiancee is kidnapped by Blackie DuQuesne who wants the control of the powerful X. Seaton and
his friend Martin Crane chase after them far into interstellar space.
3/26/19; repeats 4/09/19
1) Skylark Adventures 2 - Out of the Unknown: In the first adventure the great scientist Richard
Seaton's fiancee is kidnapped by Blackie DuQuesne who wants the control of the powerful X.
Rescuing Seaton s Fiancee Dorothy and a fellow kidnap victim from DuQuesne. They are now
lost in space trying to find a way home.
2) Skylark Adventures 3 - Trip to Osnome: These are exciting stories of space opera that
influenced Star Wars and Star Trek. Our heroes, return to space to have further adventures on the
planet Osnome in the nation of Kondal.
3) Skylark Adventures 4 – Fenacrone: Our heroes are going into the interstellar reaches to help
their friends from the planet Osnome, who are being invaded by another people from another
star. While traveling to Osnome they meet the universe conquering Fenacrone.
4) Skylark Adventures 5 – Norlamin: The Fenacrone are still a menace to the universe. Blackie
DuQuesne is still at large. These two problems worry Scientist hero Ricard Seaton. So now it is
time to solve these two problems. Both with new technology and perseverance (In this last
episode of the Skylark Adventures).
3/27/19; repeats 4/10/19
1) The Mysterious Triumphs of Eugene Valmont 1: The 500 Diamonds: Introducing the not
quite brilliant great frenchman detective Eugene Valmont and his long suffering french assistant
Adelaide Simard. In the first case Police Detective Eugene Valmont thinks that there is
skullduggery surrounding an auction of some rare diamond jewelry. He couldn’t be wrong could
he?
2) The Mysterious Triumphs of Eugene Valmont 2: The Bomb Thrower: What happened after
the 500 Diamonds? Here’s the story
3)The Mysterious Triumphs of Eugene Valmont 3: Silverspoons: Money has been pilfered at a
dinner party. Valmont is hired to find out Who Dunnit.
4) The Mysterious Triumphs of Eugene Valmont 4: The Missing Fortune: A young man inherits
his Uncle’s fortune. But he can’t find it. Valmont and Simard are on the case.

03/28/19; repeats 4/11/19
1) The Mysterious Triumphs of Eugene Valmont 5: Absent Minded Club: Valmont stumbles on
to a criminal conspiracy while searching for clues to another crime.
2) The Mysterious Triumphs of Eugene Valmont 6: Limping Ghost: a romantic melodrama is
another case for Valmont. Beware of nonexistent Limping Ghosts.
3) The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: The classic tale of good and bad in all of us.
Presented as a mystery as Gabriel Utterson, a friend of Henry Jekyll, tries to find the link
between the murderous Mr. Hyde and his friend. And when he finds the link, Utterson will be
forever horrified by it.
4) Valmont 7 - Alicia's Emeralds: A young woman is ready to marry to keep the money in the
family.
03/29/19; Repeats 4/12/19
1) Valmont 8 - Wyoming Ed: . Eugene Valmont is going to a South American country to rescue
Wyoming Ed. To bring him home to his father.
2) The Nuremburg Stove: A young boy must give up something he truly loves, a stove found by
his Grandfather.
3) Contamination Crew: Hospital Earth solves the medical problems in the Galactic Federation.
But it’s up to the General Practice patrol ships to do the actual job.
4) The Skull: Here's a story of time travel and assassination. A hapless criminal is sent back into
the past to kill a man that's going to improve the future.
03/30/19; repeats 4/13/19
1) Life Obsession: The future of Earth is in the hands of the mysterious Hoffman Medical
Center. Group psychosis is gripping the world into instability by mutants who may be ruining the
world.
2) Zormes: The Zormes are mechanical people who are exploring the universe. They come upon
a dying Earth and a strange box in orbit. Inside this coffin in orbit is the remains of Professor
Gordon Jameson.
3) Undone: Explorers from another star system find a dead planet. The civilization on the planet
seemed to have wiped itself out with nuclear weapons. So nothing is there but slag or is there?
4) Sonny: Out of the hills of the southern backwoods comes an Army draftee who has the power
of telepathy. After a time he is recruited into the revitalized space program where his gift can be
used.

03/31/19; repeats 4/14/19
1) Who's that Girl: A little girl lost is helped by a local sheriff. All she wants to do is find her
parents. Before the government agents can arrest her for being an alien.
2) Behind the Blue Door: In the future the earth is recovering from eco-disasters. What humanity
was left, moved underground. With one open air university above the ground. And at this
university the students rebel with startling results.
3) Listen Up!: A comic story of a probe in the shape of an old answering machine who answers
questions. Especially questions about the upcoming invasion of Earth. What the machine doesn’t
know is it is on the wrong planet.
4) The King and His Goat Part 1: A boy prince is looking for his father and his people and a
strange King and his Goat is along to help.
04/01/19; repeats 4/15/19
1) The King and His Goat Part 2: story continues.
2) Stars of Vengeance Part 1: An 8-part serialized story of vengeance, war and politics. After
400 years the Federation breaks up under the stress of the System States War. Leading to the rise
of the feudalistic Sword Worlds the last colonies of the now old Federation. These worlds fall
back into patriarchal rule with Dukes and Kings. Violence with knife and machine pistol
becoming the normal rhythm of life. A life filled with dynastic struggles and revenge. Lucas
Trask, Anna Harkaman and the crew of the starship Nemisis are rushing toward a destiny of
vengeance. What will they find on Tanith?
3) Stars of Vengeance Part 2: Previously on Stars of Vengeance
The Tanith Adventure was an expedition to raid worlds for loot. To bring back to the Sword
World Gram the riches of interstellar planets. At the same time Lord Lucas Trask was going to
marry his bride Elaine Karvell. A marriage of love that would unite two feudal houses. A
madman by the name of Andray Dunnan decided that Elaine had spurned him so he machine
gunned the Trask wedding. Leaving Elaine Karvell dead and a wounded Trask to seek revenge.
Dunnan steals the Tanith Adventure ship the Enterprise to escape the wrath of Trask. Now with a
purchased Star Ship named Nemisis, Trask and Space Viking Captain Anna Harkamann begin to
search the stars to find Dunnan and vengeance.
4) Stars of Vengeance Part 3: Previously on Stars of Vengeance
After Andray Dunnan killed his wife, Lucas Trask, decided to take the path of vengeance. Hiring
the combat tested Captain Anna Harkamann and her crew he purchased the Star Ship Nemesis to
search the cosmos for Dunnan. Upon arriving at the planet Tanith, Trask found two grubby
minor planet raiders who were picking the bones of the decivilized human population. Deciding
that interstellar space is too big to chase Dunnan, Trask and Harkamann turn Tanith into a

raiding base. Harkamann decides to raid three worlds. Bringing along the Space Scourge with
Valcanin and Spasso Lucas Trask experiences his first Viking raid. And learns that there is no
honor in the blood and death of those people who can't fight back. Now the story continues with
the second raid of the three planets.
04/02/19; repeats 4/16/19
1) Stars of Vengeance Part 4: Previously on Stars of Vengeance
After the first raid of a mostly decivilized planetary society on Khepera the next two were very
different. Eglonsby was a society that had technology below the level of nuclear power. But was
no pushover. So Harkamann used political trickery to steal the loot. Beowolf with nuclear power
but no hyperdrive was a raid worthy of the Nemisis steel. Successful but damaged this was the
raid that returned Vulkanin back to being a true space viking. The chicken thief Spassowas
shipped to the planet Gram where his weasely talents would be appreciated. After three planetary
raids where a great amount of loot is gathered Tanith starts being more than a raiding base, but a
growing civilization for the all of the inhabitants. All that Trask wonders now -- where is
Dunnan.
2) Stars of Vengeance Part 5: Lucas Trask's wife was gunned down by the Mad Man Andray
Dunnan. While seeking vengeance he decides to rebuild the fallen colony of Tanith. Back on the
Sword World, Gram, civil war is rising. Some want Trask to go back and become King of Gram.
Trask refuses as he's quite satisfied building a home on Tanith. News about Dunnan takes a
strange turn as it seems that he is making war on the allies of the civilized planet of Marduk.
Deducing Dunnans next move they arrive at the planet Audhumla where they find a battle
between Dunnan's ship Enterprise and a Mardukan Navel vessel Victrix. When the Enterprise is
destroyed Trask hopes that Dunnan was onboard and that he is dead.
3) Stars of Vengeance Part 6: Previously on Stars of Vengeance
Lucas Trask was on a mission of vengeance because of the death of his wife. Now he believes
that the killer, Dunnan, is dead. He also saved the life of the Mardukan Prince Bentrik and his
crew. Trask takes Bentrik back to Marduk. While on that planet Trask sees a disturbing event.
With the rise of a man in the mold of a Hitler who wants destroy the democracy that the
Mardukans maintain. Upon leaving Marduk Trask hopes that the Mardukan civilization is not
doomed.
4) Stars of Vengeance Part 7: Previously on Stars of Vengeance
Lucas Trask settled on Tanith because his wife was killed by the mad man Andray Dunnan.
Slowly he has built Tanith into a civilized planet. Making treaties and alliances with his civilized
Star neighbors he is building up Tanith into a stellar power. The leaders of Tanith are caught up
in the politics of Gram, their former home, as it is falling into civil war. Marduk is being
destroyed from within by a Hitler like figure. And still the question is, is Andray Dunnan really
dead.

04/03/19; repeats 4/17/19
1) Stars of Vengeance Part 8: Previously on Stars of Vengeance
It all began when Duke Angus of the Sword World Gram decided to build a star ship to send to
the old Federation to sack and loot worlds. At the same time Lucas Trask was marrying his love
Elaine Karvall. A distant relative of the Duke, Andray Dunnan, thinking Elaine was in love with
him, objected to Trask marrying Elaine. Already thought of as insane, Dunnan went completely
mad and shot up the Trask, Karvall wedding, killing Elaine. This triggered the events where the
raiding base Tanith becomes civilized. Gram falls into a civil war and then is sacked by a Space
Viking fleet. Marduk, a planetary constitutional monarchy, falls. Which is now under the rule of
a dictator. So now Lucas Trask is leading a fleet to rescue the civilization of Marduk. With great
hope that he will finally get his revenge against Andray Dunnan.
2) Bodysnatchers: In the 19th century medical schools had a growing need for cadavers for
medical students. Where the dead bodies came from was never looked at.
3) The Triumphs of Adelaide Simard - Adelaide's Story: Eugen Valmont’s assistant is on her
own as an investigator. First comes her own story of how she entered the depths of the human
mire and cleaned up to become the brilliant person that she always was.
4) The Triumphs of Adelaide Simard 2 - The Case of the Romantic Book: A tangled case of
codes and dirty works as Simard solves her first case. Involving a cheap romance book and a
missing husband.
04/04/19; repeats 4/18/19
1) The Triumphs of Adelaide Simard 3 - The Adventure of the Missing Cannon: This is the end
of the Valmont/Simard series as she solves a convoluted crime that comes to a small rural town
in upstate New York.
2) Flame Wars Part 1: This War of the Worlds has it all. Tragedy, comedy and world-wide
destruction as aliens come to destroy the world with flames. Who will save humanity?
3) Flame Wars Part 2: An online hacker promises to save the world. Will she?
4) Nick Nebula - Bad Case of Memory Part 1: This is a Crime Thiller set in the future. Nick
Nebula is a private detective who, with his android partner, Andrea Twobee, live in the asteroid
belt. Taking on strange cases that Andrea handles with smarts and common sense with Nick
making the wisecracks. In this case Andreas’ creator Father dies and one of the six corporations
who run the Solar System hires the duo to find out if Robert Vandergriff is still alive.
04/05/19; repeats 4/19/19
1) Nick Nebula - Bad Case of Memory Part 2: Robert Vandergriff is still alive, but someone is
trying to kill them all. Nick meets his past. Then it comes to an explosive end.

2) Holes Around—: In the far future when star travel was discovered, human curiosity meant
sending out exploration teams. But the mysteries of space wouldn't be the only problems facing
the explorers. Working with others would be the biggest problem of all.
3) The Alice Adventures: Here is a merry mix up of scenes with Alice from the books by Lewis
Carroll. She meets the white rabbit. She grows and shrinks. The Queen of Hearts is offing
people’s heads. The Mad Hatter and March Hare are talking non-sense. Everybody in these lands
are talking non-sense. .
4) Med Service 2 Med Ship Man: Dr. Richard Calhoun of the Interstellar Med Service
practicing his medical and meddling skills. Dr. Richard Calhoun of the Interstellar Med Service
practicing his medical and meddling skills. Now he's solving the problem of the disappearing
population on a colony planet.
04/06/19; repeats 4/20/19
1) Med Service 3 Taboo Planet: Dr. Richard Calhoun of the Interstellar Med Service practicing
his medical and meddling skills. He has to solve the problem of one planet suppressing another
planet because the first planets people think that the inhabitants of the other planet have a
plague.
2) Father Brown 1 - The Blue Cross: The great crime solving priest who looks into the heart of
crime to see that moral justice comes to the criminal. This is the story where Father Brown meets
his adversary and later friend Flambeau. Brown leads a great french detective to help stop a
grand theft of a Blue cross.
3) Father Brown 2 – Flambeau: Here Hercule Flambeaus falls as a criminal and rises as a great
detective and friend of Father Brown. Based on three stories in the Father Brown collection.
4) Father Brown 3 - The Unseen: Father perceives what others do not see, an invisible man.
04/07/19; repeats 4/21/19
1) Richard Wade US Marshall 1 - On a Baffling Trail: 1910 and the new West is dawning.
Bringing a future of telephones, cars and new ways of doing. But there still rides a man of the
old West. A Lawman out to serve justice to those who need its help and to those who deserve its
sharp sword.
2) Richard Wade US Marshall 2 - A Close Call in Custer's Canyon: A Search for an outlaw Red
Ferg leads to startling results.
3) Richard Wade US Marshall 3 - The Hornet from Hackensack: A con artist who can hypnotize
people is on the loose.
4) Richard Wade US Marshall 4 – Claimjumper: No description

9:45 p.m. Sign-off:
We are still in testing stage. If you find that a particular show has been replaced with
music, this indicates that KCPK has encountered a broadcasting problem. Typically, the
problem is resolved by the next hour. We appreciate your comments about problems.
KCPK is an affiliate of Pacifica Radio Network. KCPK airs programs from all over the U.S.
which are produced by affiliates. KCPK plans to offer local programming to the Pacifica Radio
network, by uploading locally produced shows and giving our community producers the
opportunity to broadcast nationally as well as locally.
Any programming you may have heard prior to KCPK’s Sign-on or after our Sign-off was
coming from a large FM station from Bakersfield at FM 107.1 which over-powers our frequency
106.9 when we are off the air.

